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BaBiO3 is a well-known example of a 3D charge density wave (CDW) compound, in which the
CDW behavior is induced by charge disproportionation at the Bi site. At ambient pressure, this
compound is a charge-ordered insulator, but little is known about its high-pressure behavior. In this
work, we study from first-principles the high-pressure phase diagram of BaBiO3 using phonon modes
analysis and evolutionary crystal structure prediction. We show that charge disproportionation is
very robust in this compound and persists up to 100 GPa. This causes the system to remain
insulating up to the highest pressure we studied.
PACS numbers: 62.50.-p, 71.20.Be, 71.30.+h, 71.45.Lr
I. INTRODUCTION
Transition metal oxide perovskites are currently a sub-
ject of intense study, since they exhibit many interest-
ing properties which makes them attractive for both
fundamental and applied research. Ferroelectricity1,
high-Tc superconductivity, charge ordering, colossal
magnetoresistance2 are some of the most intriguing ex-
amples. One of the most distinctive materials of this
family is BaBiO3
3,4, which is a charge-ordered insulator
and becomes superconducting upon doping5,6. Recent
studies have shown that also at reduced dimensionality
BaBiO3 exhibits several remarkable properties: experi-
(a) Pm3¯m (b) C12/m1 (c) P1¯
(d) C12/m1C (e) Dist1
Figure 1. (color online) BaBiO3 ground-state structures used
in this work: (a) ideal perovskite structure; (b) experimental
BaBiO3 structure for ambient pressure and room tempera-
ture; (c) triclinic structure stable from 20 GPa to 28 GPa
pressure; (d) “clustered” monoclinic structure stable between
28 GPa and 87 GPa pressure; (e) non-symmetric “distorted1”
structure stable from 87 GPa pressure. Structures (c), (d) and
(e) where obtained using evolutionary crystal structure pre-
diction (EP). Large green spheres are Ba atoms, large purple
spheres are Bi atoms and small red spheres are O atoms.
mental investigation of suppression of structural distor-
tion in thin films7 and suppression of the charge density
wave (CDW) in the BaBiO3 films
8, as well as theoretical
predictions of topological phases9 and 2D electron gas at
the surface10 were recently reported in the literature.
In this compound Bi behaves as mixed-valence element
and can occur either in formal Bi3+ or Bi5+ oxidation
state. The BaBiO3 compound can thus be seen as a
ABB′O perovskite where B is Bi3+ and B′ is Bi5+. Al-
though the Bi4+ oxidation state was never observed in
any other compounds, a hypothetical BaBi4+O3 should
have an ideal perovskite cubic – Pm3¯m – structure
(Fig. 1(a)) and should be a metal.The mixed valence state
of Bi and the periodical arrangement of atoms leads to
formation of a CDW state. This has two consequences:
the different attraction strength of oxygen to the two
types of Bi leads to a chess-pattern breathing distor-
tion of the Bi-O octahedra; in turn, this CDW breathing
distortion splits the antibonding Bi(s)-O(p) antibonding
state and establishes an insulating ground state11,12.
Upon hole doping BaBiO3 undergoes an insulator
to metal transition and becomes a superconductor;
superconducting Tc’s up to 13 K were reported for
BaPb1−xBixO35, and up to 34 K for Ba1−xKxBiO36.
The suppression of the CDW state upon doping, and the
of superconductivity, have been intensely debated in lit-
erature.11–21. Only recently, with the adoption of post-
DFT techniques, it was possible to obtain a consistent
description of the whole phase diagram.
In many compounds, high pressure is a viable alter-
native to doping to tune the material properties. In
particular, this has recently been exploited in several
2D transition metal dichalchogenides to study the in-
terplay of CDW and superconductivity. For instance,
it was demonstrated that in pristine 1T-TiSe2
22 and
2H-NbSe2
23 pressure induces a quantum melting of the
CDW. It is extremely intriguing to investigate whether
a similar behavior could occur in BaBiO3, i.e. whether
pressure could be used to suppress the three-dimensional
CDW insulating state and promote a metallic, supercon-
ducting state. Based on simple theoretical arguments, all
insulators should become metallic at high enough pres-
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2sure (or density), due to increasing hybridization and
higher bandwidth. It is reasonable therefore to expect
that, under pressure, BaBiO3 should undergo a struc-
tural transition to the ideal perovskite structure, becom-
ing metallic by band overlap. However, this picture may
be too naive.
In fact, in the last two decades the study of matter at
extreme conditions has shown that even simple elements
exhibit a physical and chemical behavior, which cannot
be explained in these simple terms. For example, simple
free-electron metals such as lithium and sodium become
insulating under pressure;24,25 hydrides, which form in-
sulating molecular crystals at ambient pressure, can be-
come metallic, and exhibit superconductivity with Tc’s as
high as 200 K;26–36 even higher Tc’s have been predicted
for elemental hydrogen, above the Wigner-Huntington
transition.37–40 Explaining the high-pressure behavior of
solids thus requires first an accurate understanding of the
structural modifications induced by pressure.
The aim of this work is to investigate the possibility
of suppressing the CDW state and induce an insulator to
metal transition in BaBiO3 under pressure, performing a
theoretical study of its crystal and electronic structure.
Since the available experimental information is extremely
limited, we are using two structural prediction techniques
to determine the possible high-pressure phases. The first
is based on group theoretical analysis of irreducible repre-
sentations of unstable phonon modes using the ISOTROPY
software suite41 and the second is based on using evo-
lutionary algorithms approaches as implemented in the
USPEX package42. Our calculations show that charge or-
dering remains up to 100 GPa and the system remains
insulating in this pressure range.
To investigate the electronic properties we are using a
hybrid Hartree-Fock/Density Functional Theory (DFT)
calculation with the HSE (Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof)
exchange-correlation functional43. In fact, the role of
electronic correlations on the accurate description of the
CDW was discussed in many papers and it was shown
that it is essential to use post-DFT approaches to obtain
a proper description of the electronic structure of this
system11,18,19,21.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section II we
describe the results of our ab-initio calculations start-
ing with our prediction for the high-pressure phase di-
agram (Subsection II A), followed by the description of
the phonon mode analysis in Subsection II B. We present
the results obtained with ab-initio evolutionary predic-
tion method in Subsection II C and electronic properties
of the predicted ground-state structures are analyzed in
Subsection II D. The main conclusions of this work are
summarized in Subsection III. Computational details are
described at the end of the paper in Section IV.
Figure 2. (color online) Predicted high-pressure phase dia-
gram of BaBiO3. Up to 100 GPa, we predict three struc-
tural phase transitions: monoclinic (C12m¯1) to triclinic (P1¯)
at about 20 GPa, triclinic to “clustered” (C12m¯1C) at about
28 GPa and “clustered” to “distorted1” (P1) at about 87 GPa.
EP (Evolutionary Prediction) means that structures were ob-
tained using the evolutionary algorithms structural predic-
tion method and SA (Symmetry Analysis) – using the group-
theoretical approach.
II. RESULTS
BaBiO3 was synthesized for the first time in 1963
44
and was identified as a perovskite but it was hard to
precisely determine the right structure: rhombohedral,
orthorhombic, monoclinic or triclinic symmetries were
reported by various groups3,45,46. It was finally estab-
lished that at room temperature and ambient pressure
the structure is monoclinic (C12m¯1) – Fig. 1(b). This
structure can be described as a perovskite with two type
of distortions: breathing and tilting distortions of Bi-O
octahedra. In the breathing distortion the octahedra al-
ternate in size, while upon tilting the octahedra are ro-
tated. The role of the breathing and tilting distortions
has been widely discussed in literature. In particular,
DFT calculations reported conflicting results13–16. Only
recently the use of post-DFT methods has permitted to
reproduce the experimental findings correctly11,18,19.
A. Predicted Phase Diagram
Fig. 2 shows our predicted high-pressure phase
diagram47. The system undergoes three structural phase
transitions and remains insulating up to 100 GPa. Fig. 1
shows the structures which are most relevant for the dis-
cussion.
As a reference structure we chose the monoclinic
(C12m¯1) BaBiO3 structure, which was determined by
the experiment at the ambient pressure. The structures
with EP after the title are the best structures obtained
3using evolutionary crystal structure prediction method.
They become energetically favorable in the high pressure
region. The structures with SA are obtained using the
group-theoretical approach for crystal structure predic-
tion. At high pressure these structures are energetically
more favorable than our reference (C12m¯1) structure, but
are way behind the structures obtained using the evolu-
tionary method. The P-Perovskite is a post-perovskite
structure that we added into consideration by chemical
intuition. This structure was obtained by Oganov et al.
for MgSiO3 at extreme pressure and has 20 atoms in the
unit cell48.
Following the lowest enthalpy path in our calculated
phase diagram, we find that a first transition from the
monoclinic (C12m¯1, see Fig. 1(b), 10 atoms in the unit
cell) to triclinic (P1¯, see Fig. 1(c), 40 atoms in the unit
cell) structure occurs at about 20 GPa. The P1¯ structure
is a distortion of the C12m¯1 structure with one additional
tilting axis. A transition from triclinic (P1¯) to clustered
monoclinic (C12m¯1C , Fig. 1(d), 40 atoms in the unit cell)
occurs at about 28 GPa. We call this structure clustered
because it has “domains” created by shearing parts of the
original structure. The last transition is at about 87 GPa,
where the clustered monoclinic (C12m¯1C) is transformed
to highly distorted structure with no symmetry (P1, see
Fig. 1(e), 20 atoms in the unit cell). We will refer in text
to it as Dist1.
The experimental information about BaBiO3 at
high pressure is extremely scarce and limited to
P ≤ 20 GPa49,50. Unfortunately, the experimental reso-
lution was not enough to have a full refinement of crystal
structure. An anomaly at about 4 GPa was reported, at
which the bulk modulus decreases and this was attributed
to the change of the tilt system (due to additional type
of octahedra tilting). Moreover it was reported that the
system remains insulating up to at least 10 GPa. Our re-
sults are consistent with the measurements that BaBiO3
is an insulator in this pressure range. However, we cannot
reproduce the anomaly at 4 GPa.
Before discussing in detail the crystal and electronic
structure across the phase diagram, we will illustrate the
details of our structural search methods.
B. Phonon Mode Analysis
The group-theoretical method has been successfully
used to identify and predict structural distortions in a va-
riety of perovskites51,52. A powerful extension is to com-
bine this method with the results of a phonon mode anal-
ysis of the parent structure53. For BaBiO3 the starting
point is the ideal cubic perovskite structure – Fig. 1(a).
It has a P3m¯3 (cubic) symmetry with 5 atoms in the
unit cell; it is a metal, since no charge disproportiona-
tion is possible in this case. The six O nearest neigh-
bors of Bi form a perfect octahedron. This octahedron
can be distorted in several ways and there are two kinds
of distortions usually present in real perovskite systems:
Figure 3. Breathing and tilting distortions applied to an ideal
cubic perovskite structure. Breathing is indicated by squares
of different size where the white arrows show the direction in
which O atoms are displaced. Tilting is shown as a rotation
of a square by angle ϕ around axis normal to plane of paper.
breathing and tilting (see Fig. 3).
A breathing distortion means that some O atoms move
closer or further away from the Bi atom, which is located
at the center of the octahedron. Octahedra are coupled
to each other and the breathing of one of them creates
an opposite breathing on its neighbors. There are dif-
ferent kinds of breathing distortions depending on which
and how many pairs of O are distorted. In the mono-
clinic structure of BaBiO3 all O atoms are involved in
the breathing distortion and the overall picture is a 3D
chess pattern of octahedra with alternating sizes. A tilt-
ing distortion is the rotation of an octahedron around a
tilting axis. Neighboring octahedra in the plane normal
to the tilting axis are coupled and rotate in the opposite
direction. Octahedra in adjacent planes may rotate in
the same (in-phase rotation) or in the opposite direction
(antiphase rotation). The latter is present in monoclinic
BaBiO3.
The ideal cubic perovskite is dynamically unstable at
ambient pressure and room temperature, and the analy-
sis of unstable phonon modes gives an insight of which
distortions correspond to a lowering of the energy of the
system and thus allow to predict more favorable struc-
tures. This can be achieved by computing the phonon
dispersion relations and the corresponding eigenvectors.
Table I. (Color online:) Irreducible representations associ-
ated with unstable phonon eigenvectors of P3m¯3 structure at
0 GPa and 100 GPa pressure. “#” is a mode number.
P=0 GPa P=100 GPa
# M R Γ M R X
1 M3+ R1+ M3+
2
X5-
3
Γ4-
M5-
R4+
4
R4+
M3-
5
6
Γ5-
4Table II. List of calculated by PBE and HSE values for mon-
oclinic (C12m¯1) structure in comparison with experimental
data. δ is breathing distortion (δ = 1
2
(Bi1O − Bi2O), where
Bi1O and Bi2O are average Bi1-O and Bi2-O bond distances
respectively), ϕ is an average tilting angle and V – volume
per one formula unit of BaBiO3.
δ (A˚) ϕ (deg) V0 (A˚
3)
PBE 0.074 11.97 85.92
HSE 0.096 10.95 82.67
PBE18 0.07 12.1 85.76
HSE18 0.09 11.9 82.10
Experiment3 0.09 10.1 82.11
Eigenvectors with imaginary eigenvalues represent the di-
rection of atomic displacements that lead to a decrease in
energy. The stable structure can then be obtained follow-
ing the most favorable distortion, which may be a linear
combination of unstable phonon eigenvectors. The space
of possible combinations can be reduced using the group-
theoretical method and the unstable phonon modes map-
ping on the corresponding irreducible representations.
We calculated the phonon dispersion relations and
the corresponding phonon eigenvectors for BaBiO3 in
the ideal cubic perovskite structure54 using the Phonopy
package55 and classified unstable eigenvectors with the
corresponding irreducible representations. We first
tested our approach at ambient pressure, and the results
we obtained are consistent with the experimental struc-
ture (see below). After that, the investigation of stability
of modes was repeated for several pressures in the range
from 0 to 100 GPa (see Fig. 1 in supplemental material);
the results for 0 GPa and 100 GPa pressure are summa-
rized in Table I.
At ambient pressure our result is consistent with the
experimentally reported structure, namely monoclinic
BaBiO3, since this structure can be obtained combin-
ing a breathing distortion with irreducible representa-
tion R1+ and the R4+ irreducible representation tilting
(a0b−b−) distortion, which are both present in the results
of our analysis. The M3+ irreducible representation is
an in-plane breathing distortion, which is not present in
monoclinic BaBiO3 because the R1+ breathing is more
favorable.
In Table II we report the values of the breathing dis-
tortion (δ), the tilting angle (ϕ) and equilibrium volume
(V0) for the ambient pressure structure measured by ex-
periment and calculated using both PBE (Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof) exchange-correlation functional in the anzatz
of the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) and
HSE functionals. HSE gives a more accurate description
of the structure, and reproduces correctly the electronic
properties: monoclinic BaBiO3 is a charge ordered insu-
lator with a bandgap of about 0.8 eV, while in GGA it
is a zero-gap semiconductor. Although our calculations
predict a transition from the monoclinic to the triclinic
structure already at around 20 GPa, we followed the evo-
lution of the monoclinic structure to high pressure to
see whether the monoclinic distortions are suppressed.
We find that the distortions are preserved under pres-
sure and the tilting angle ϕ is proportional to pressure.
Thus, the CDW is very robust in this compound and is
not suppressed under pressure. Up to about 85 GPa the
bandgap increases but afterwards its value decreases and
the structure becomes a semi-metal (the related informa-
tion is provided in supplemental material in Fig. 2).
There are two regions were a substantial change in sta-
bility of the phonon modes takes place: at about 30 GPa
the R1+ mode become stable and at about 70 GPa the
M3- and M5- modes become unstable (for the details see
Fig. 1 in supplemental material). We constructed our
pool of structures using the unstable modes at 100 GPa,
as this is the highest pressure we are interested in and
unstable modes at lower pressures are a subset of these.
In particular, we have used the M3+, M5- and R4+ irre-
ducible representations to construct our prediction for
structures at high pressure (100 GPa) using a group-
theoretical approach. In total 17 structures were investi-
gated with 10, 20 and 40 atoms in the unit cell (see Ta-
ble V in supplemental material for irreducible represen-
tations and order parameters used to obtain these struc-
tures). The structures P4m¯bm, I4m¯bm and I4m¯bmB (see
the Fig. 2) are the best obtained by this method followed
by VASP relaxations. P4m¯bm is obtained from the ideal
perovskite structure by applying in-phase tilting (a0a0c+
in Glazer notation56) and I4m¯bm by antiphase tilting
(a0a0c−). I4m¯bmB is equivalent to I4m¯bm with an addi-
tional in-plane breathing distortion. These three struc-
tures are metals, but they are around 7 to 13.5 eV higher
in enthalpy with respect to the ground state at 100 GPa,
and thus very unlikely to be observed in experiments.
C. Ab-initio evolutionary prediction
We performed ab-initio evolutionary algorithms calcu-
lations at fixed composition for structures with 10, 20
and 40 atoms in the unit cell corresponding to 2, 4 and
8 formula units (f.u.) respectively. The 10 atoms 0 GPa
calculation was used to test the reliability of the method.
The structure we obtained for this run is consistent with
the experiment. Calculations with 10, 20 and 40 atoms
were made at 50 and 100 GPa. Up to 5-10 best structures
from each run were chosen for more accurate relaxations
to obtain the final ranking of the energies and were re-
laxed for various pressures in the pressure range from 0
to 100 GPa using fixed volume relaxation allowing cell
shape to change but with the symmetry fixed to obtain
the equation of state.
The analysis of phonon modes for the monoclinic struc-
ture indicates a possible structural transition in the range
of 25-30 GPa. To check this region more carefully we per-
formed additional calculations at 25 GPa for structures
with 20 and 40 atoms in the unit cell, and 30 GPa for
5structures with 10 atoms in the unit cell. As a result,
we found a triclinic P1¯ structure that is stable in the
20-28 GPa pressure region (Fig. 1c). As already men-
tioned, the evolutionary algorithm approach was able to
find the structures that are the energetically most stable
ones at high pressures (i.e. more stable than the best SA
ones). These are triclinic (P1¯), “clustered” (C12m¯1C)
and distorted (P1). There are both metals and insula-
tors present in the pool of all structures obtained by these
structural search calculations, but the most energetically
favorable are always insulating and strongly disordered.
The evolutionary algorithms calculations thus show
that BaBiO3 has a tendency to become more distorted
when pressure is increased, destabilizing the perovskite
environment without suppressing the charge dispropor-
tionation. In order to understand and visualize this ten-
dency, we have performed an additional analysis on the
pool of all 2 f.u. BaBiO3 structures predicted by the
evolutionary algorithm approach. The main idea of this
analysis is to visualize the change in bonding environ-
ment induced by pressure, following the change in the
average number of oxygen neighbors for the Bi atoms. In
an ideal perovskite this number is six; significant devi-
ations from this value indicate strong distortions. The
result of this analysis using the Chemenv module from
Pymatgen package57–59 is presented in Fig. 4 (for the de-
tails see subsection “C. Neighbors analysis” in supple-
mental material). Each structure at the corresponding
pressure is represented by a dot, with the color indi-
cating the average number of neighbors of Bi and the
coordinates describing the volume and enthalpy of the
structure. The volume is rescaled to the volume of the
Figure 4. (Color online:) Average number of O neighbors of
Bi atoms for a pool of two formula units BaBiO3 structures
obtained using the evolutionary algorithms approach. Each
dot is associated with a specific structure and its color denote
the average number of neighbors. For the perovskite structure
the average number of neighbors is 6 and the deviation from
this value shows the amplitude of distortion presented in the
system. Details on the neighbor analysis can be found in the
supplemental material in subsection “C. Neighbors analysis”.
Figure 5. (Color online:) DOS/atom and the difference of av-
erage PDOS for Bi5+ and Bi3+ atoms60 for stable structures
at the pressure of its stability. Left panel shows results ob-
tained with PBE functional for structural relations and DOS
calculations. Right panel shows results for structures at the
left panel but DOS calculations was performed using HSE
functional using the structures from PBE calculations.
ground-state structure for a given pressure (Vmin) and
the enthalpy is given with respect to the enthalpy of the
ground-state structure. As expected, on average at am-
bient pressure there are six O atoms in Bi environment
and this number increases with increasing pressure. The
plot thus shows that there is a general trend for BaBiO3
to break the perovskite structure and become more dis-
torted.
D. Electronic properties
We analyzed the electronic properties of all four
ground-state structures using both PBE and HSE. Our
calculations show that all structures are insulating (see
Fig. 5); the tendency is to become more insulating with
increasing pressure. Only the C12m¯1C structure is metal-
lic at the PBE level but on the HSE level opens a gap.
6Figure 6. (Color online:) Charge difference ∆ρ between two
different Bi atoms for all stable structures in the phase dia-
gram: the one with the maximal charge (represent Bi3+ atom)
and the one with the minimal (represent Bi5+) – HSE func-
tional was used. The color scale at the bottom indicates the
stability range of the various structures.
Here the use of HSE functional is important as PBE un-
derestimates the band gap or predicts the structure to
be a metal while actually it is an insulator18. Analyz-
ing the partial DOS for Bi atoms it may be seen that all
the structures have two inequivalent Bi atoms with dif-
ferent formal valence state, and the insulating behavior
is associated with the CDW.
We determine the magnitude of the charge dispropor-
tionation by calculating the charge difference ∆ρ for the
two types of bismuth, Bi3+ and Bi5+, from the partial
spd-charge of the site projected ground-state wave func-
tion – see Fig. 6. Note that, although we name these
atoms Bi3+ and Bi5+, the actual difference in charge is
much smaller than two18.
For the C12m¯1, P1¯ and C12m¯1C structures the charge
disproportionation increases when the pressure is in-
creased. The change of charge disproportionation for
Dist1 and Dist2 structures in the pressure range from
20 GPa to 100 GPa is small. Here Dist2 is another dis-
torted structure consisting of 8 f.u. obtained by the evo-
lutionary algorithms approach. Dist1 and Dist2 are com-
peting phases at high pressure, but Dist1 is always lower
in energy.
The only possible way to suppress the CDW and have
a metallic BaBiO3 phase is to have a highly symmetric
structure with no crucial distortions as electronic proper-
ties of BaBiO3 are highly coupled to the structural ones.
Our calculations show that for BaBiO3 all energetically
favorable structures are distorted in a way they are forced
to be insulators, and metallic (symmetric) structures are
strongly unfavorable in energy, and thus very unlikely to
occur.
III. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we performed a theoretical study of the
BaBiO3 phase diagram under pressure to analyze the
possibility of suppressing the CDW distortion, caused by
charge disproportionation. We used two different struc-
tural search approaches to construct our ab-initio pre-
dicted high-pressure phase diagram: evolutionary algo-
rithms and phonon mode analysis. The resulting phase
diagram shows three structural phase transitions. The
group-theoretical structure prediction method alone is
not able to find the best structures at high pressure as
it is constrained only to structures with symmetry. By
using evolutionary algorithms we found that BaBiO3 be-
comes more distorted with increasing pressure. In fact,
our calculations show that high pressure favor compli-
cated structures with clustering and shearing distortions,
which cannot be described as symmetry distortions of
the single perovskite structures. The analysis of the elec-
tronic properties show that all ground-state structures
remain insulating up to 100 GPa and the charge dispro-
portionation is preserved at high pressure. This hinders
the transition towards a metallic regime.
IV. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
For total energies and structural optimization we used
GGA and HSE DFT calculations, as implemented in
the VASP package61–64 using PAW pseudopotentials65,66.
We used the hybrid HSE functional to improve the de-
scription of the electronic properties. The energy cutoff
value was set to 500 eV and Γ-centered Monkhorst-Pack
grid67,68 with 4x4x4 k-points was used for the GGA69,70
and HSE functional for the structural relaxation. To do
the relaxation at a specific pressure we performed fixed-
volume calculation. For DOS calculations we used 8x8x8
grid for GGA functional and 2x2x2 for HSE which was
sufficient to converge the value of the semiconducting gap
(note that all structures at HSE level are semiconduct-
ing). Phonon calculations were done with 20x20x20 k-
points grid at PBE level.
We have used two approaches to predict possible struc-
tures at high pressure: evolutionary algorithms as im-
plemented in USPEX package42 and the group-theoretical
analysis using ISOTROPY software suite41. Determina-
tion of dispersion relations were done with the Phonopy
package55. The setup for USPEX calculations was the fol-
lowing: 20 structures in population, 40 structures in the
initial population, maximal number of generations is 25
and stopped the search when the best structure did not
change for 8 generations.
The analysis of the Bi environment for the pool of
structures obtain in the USPEX calculations was per-
formed using the Chemenv module from the Pymatgen
package57–59. The main goal of the Chemenv module is
to determine the chemical environment of each atom in a
structure finding the best polyhedron that can represent
7atomic positions using continuous symmetry measure as
a parameter to determine the optimal polyhedron (more
details in the supplemental material). The pool of struc-
tures consists of around 300 structures for each pressure
with 10 atoms in the unit cell.
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